How to set up a new Not For Profit organisation
Decide on your purpose/s and write it
down.
Tip: identify shortterm and long term
strategies, and the
resources needed to
achieve them.

Decide how you will achieve your purpose

Tip:
Your purpose is different from
your activities. The purpose is
the goal or end outcome you
are trying to achieve. Activities
are the means to the end.

Identify who will be involved and how they
will contribute.
Tip:
Consider who will be involved
in management, how you
want them to be held
accountable, and how you
want them to be appointed
and replaced

Tip: all of the above
information (about
funding, purpose, and
people involved) should
be factored into this
decision. It’s a good
idea to get professional
legal advice on this – it
can save you in the
long run.

Identify funding sources, and any
requirements necessary to obtain that
funding.

Decide on a legal structure.

Set up the legal structure.

Apply for an ABN.
Tip:
If you meet the legal definition
of “charity”, you will need to
apply to get tax concessions.
The legal meaning of “charity”
includes organisations
established for educational,
religious and many other
community-benefitting
purposes as well as the
traditional purpose of relieving
poverty. However not every
Not for Profit is a charity.

Tip: consider what
is necessary for
both short and long
term goals.

Apply to ACNC (where applicable).

Tip:
This will involve drafting your
governing document (eg
Constitution or Trust Deed),
getting formal agreement from
people to be involved (eg
agreement to be a Board member,
or Trustee), and applying for
registration of incorporation
(where you have chosen an
incorporated structure). What
goes into the governing
documents will impact your
eligibility for tax concessions, so it
is important to make sure the
documents are properly drafted
and suitable for your organisation.

Apply to ATO (where applicable).

Deal with other important legal issues, such
as:
 Getting insurance
 Putting in place a risk management
framework and strategies
 Occupational health & safety
 Employment contracts and volunteer
agreements
 Child safety / protection of vulnerable
people
 Financial reporting and audit
requirements

Tip:
Dealing with some of these
issues is really important to
protect everyone involved in
the organisation, including the
Board, management,
employees, volunteers and the
people in the community that
you serve. Personal liability of
Board members can arise in
some areas (such as OH&S).

Note: This is an overview only, and is focused on some of the key legal issues. It cannot replace legal
advice tailored to your situation.
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